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States with the 
death penalty 
31 states 

States without the 
death penalty 
19 states and the 



Direction of Change

Since 2007, seven 
states have repealed 
their state’s death 
penalty or declared it 
unconstitutional.

Nebraska’s legislature 
repealed the death penalty in 
2015. Voters restored the law 
in 2016.



Death Penalty 
Developments in 
the U.S. in 2016

http://deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/2016YrEnd.pdf

http://deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/2015YrEnd.pdf


19 states have abolished the
death penalty



Governors in 4 more states have imposed 
moratoria on the death penalty.



31 states have abolished the death penalty, 
have a moratorium, or have had no executions 

in more than a decade.*



Executions are blocked by challenges to 
execution practices in 12 states.



The death penalty in Florida—the nation’s 3rd

largest death row—was declared 
unconstitutional.



Executions in the past five years also show how 
regionally isolated the death penalty has become.



Who Drives the Death Penalty?



Death Penalty Trends



Fewer states and counties
are imposing death sentences.



New death sentences in 2016 were at an

all-time low and geographically isolated.



The long-term death-sentencing decline



Long-term decline likely to continue



Fewest executions by fewest states in 25 years.



The long-term execution decline





Is there a death penalty resurgence?



California

Abolish the Death Penalty Expedite State Appeals



Governor Rick Scott removes Orlando State 
Attorney Aramis Ayala from 23 potentially 

capital cases.



Arkansas — attempts 8 executions in 
11 days



The impact of a Trump Court



But the death penalty is local in practice and 
local elections are telling us more.



The New Generation of DAs



Even with Arkansas execution spree, 2017 
executions remain low

First half of 2017 —

First half of 2016 —

First half of 2015 —





There have now been 159 exonerations from 
death row in the United States



Death Penalty Outcomes
• Single most likely outcome of  a capital case once the death 

penalty is imposed is that death sentence will be reversed.




